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Weco Travel MICE Team

Your partner for travel services in Central Europe

Why Central Europe for your next project?

  Easy access by all means of transport, 

  Good value for money, 

  Effect of novelty, 

  Stability and security.
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DISCOVER RICH EUROPEAN HISTORY, CULTURE AND NATURE

About us

We have the advantage that we are present in several countries. Our international customers appreciate the same standards 

of service, terms and conditions, personal care  and access to preferred providers in the region, taking into account the local culture 

and environment. We are a company with great influence in local areas, with strong market links and unquestionable credibility. 

Our reputation allows us priority access to hotels, venues and other suppliers across our region. 

We combine experience, interaction and passion in our international team of MICE Experts throughout 5 countries: 

Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, Romania and Slovakia.

                                                                                                                         

Our offer

Our range of services is constantly growing 

and is tailored to the customers’ needs.

We look forward someday to the opportunity 

of welcoming you and your travellers to our world, 

a Weco Central Europe World!

Centrally situated, great transport connections 

and short on-site distances, great value for money, 

safety and a stable environment.

Budapest, Bratislava, Bucharest, Prague, Warsaw and Cracov have everything that modern European capitals have to offer: 

a dynamic and stable business environment, historic and modern meeting facilities, big hotels, new convention venues and 

a vibrant cultural life. Our countries and facilities will definitely exceed your expectations.



We understand that Incentive trips are an important business tool used to increase employees’ efficiency and customers’ loyalty.  

We produce custom designed programs that bring unique stories and memories. Our countries are rich in history, culture, 

beautiful nature, amazing sports facilities and offer one thing which is very important for every Meeting Planner: our programs 

and attractions are “good value for money”.

Incentives

Corporate Meetings, Conferences, Trainings 

We offer comprehensive services for conferences and meetings 

in checked locations throughout our region. New modern convention 

centres and Conference halls in Bratislava, Budapest, Bucharest, 

Prague, Warsaw and other historic places are welcomed every 

year by thousands of delegates. We are very proud  that our 

WecoCongress is among the PCO & DMC agencies recommended 

by the Hungarian Convention Bureau. We deliver specific services 

on every level, from venue sourcing and menu selection to theming 

and entertainment. Our team has a strong attention to detail and 

a desire to question the conventional. We always work with passion 

and love showing the world the amazing sights & sounds 

that make our region truly incredible.
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Rafting in the High Tatras

Fine dining with private chefs

Dinners & concerts under the earth (salt mine) 

Vodka Tasting in Poland 

                       Beer Tasting in Prague

Karlove Vary Spa experience                               
A Folklore wedding experience 

In the footsteps of communism in Bucharest  

                                     Survival Programs in Romanian villages Trabant rally in Prague                                    

 Invisible dinner in Budapest 

   Wine tasting in Budapest 

     Medieval tournaments

              Meeting with Dracula

Amazing cave escapades
Chopin concerts in Warsaw                                                    
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FIT & Groups Leisure Trips / DMC Offer 

Contact us

ROMANIA

Weco-Travel SRL.

96 Zambilelor Str., sector 2

023784 Bucharest, Romania

tel. +40 21 242 2323

office@wecotravel.ro

Weco-Travel k.f.t.

H-1053 Budapest

Szép str. 2. 9.floor, Hungary

tel. +36 1 266 9443

center@wecotravel.hu

HUNGARY

 www.weco.com.pl 

Weco-Travel s.r.o.

Thámova 13, 186 00 Praha 8

Czech Republic

tel. +420 234 094 100

info@wecotravel.cz

CZECH REPUBLIC & SLOVAKIA POLAND

Weco-Travel Sp. z o.o.

ul. Taśmowa 7

02-677 Warszawa

tel. +48 22 520 28 00

info@wecotravel.pl

We offer a comprehensive service in our region and its 

neighbouring countries for Groups as well as for FIT travellers.

We guarantee our experience, personal commitment,

creativity and enthusiasm within local markets.

Countless historical, architectural and natural 

excellent culinary experience, natural beauty, picturesque countryside 

and plenty of cultural events will make your program extraordinary.      

attractions, modern vibrant cities, 

We promise a truly 

fascinating experience!

with Weco Travel Central Europe MICE Team
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